HOMEWORK SHEET For Year 3 and 4
Published: 16.10.20
Due in by: 23.10.20
Each week, our children will write the round up. This week it was the turn of Foxes Class
Round up

This week in maths we have looked at column addition. We also wrote our final piece about a Native American camp using all the skills
we’ve learnt this last half term such as expanded noun phrases, fronted adverbials and adjectives. In topic we have planned our tile
designs and some have etched their design whilst others managed to print them onto their t-shirts.
In this section, the teachers will signpost next week’s learning, with suggestions so you can support your child.

Coming up

Next week, in Maths we will be continuing with the column method. Year 3 will be looking at subtraction and year 4 will be renaming in
addition. In English, we will be moving on and focussing on using our noticing skills and making inferences based on a series of images and
texts. We will also be reflecting on the school value of ‘holistic’ and others will finish etching and printing their Native American design onto
their t shirts.

Homework

Times tables

This week’s homework is to (choose one):
 Draw two or three images and write as many suitable expanded noun phrases for them as you can. For example you may choose to
draw a spotty dog and write a black and white dog or the smooth, fluffy dog
 Write a paragraph about a room in your house using expanded noun phrases. For example… My front room is large and yellow. In the
corner, there is a huge, heavy cabinet with small photos on top.
 Can you find examples of an expanded noun phrase in a reading book.
Play a times table game! Write down the times
table up to 12 and hide one. Can you or your
partner guess which one is missing?
3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36
3, 6, 9,
, 15, 18, 21,
, 27, 30, 33, 36

Spellings

Can you write each of your
spelling words and box up the
sounds.

Reading

Stay MOTIVATED! Can you do
some reading and tell someone 3
things about what you had read!

M i ss ed

Please can you ensure that your child has brought in a plain white T-shirt if they haven’t yet printed their Native American prints.
Please ensure all children have a book bag and that their reading book is brought in every day.
On Monday 19th, the children have a pyjama day as their reward where they can wear their pyjamas. Please ensure that they wear
outdoor shoes and not slippers.
The children will break up on Thursday 22nd for half term as Friday 23rd is an Inset day.

Spellings
Year 3

Year 4

berry

invasion

bury

confusion

brake

decision

break

collision

meet

television

meat

revision

ball

erosion

bawl

inclusion

fair

division

fare

explosion

